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After spending much of my early working life in the Mackenzie Country, 

there is still a little piece of nostalgia in me deep down. I can vaguely recall 

passing these old Ashwick Stables many years ago. 

 

It is recorded that the homestead on Ashwick Station was almost certainly 

built in 1872. There is no mention however of the date that these stables 

were erected. The dominant feature of these stables was the pigeon loft. In 

fact this is the only piece left intact to remind us of a colourful past. 

These stables were constructed from local stone collected from around the 

district. Limestone block was used on the external corners and around the 

windows and doors, locking everything into place. Yet over the years, the 

elements have played a large part in the destruction of this building. 

 

A member of the family, who owns what remains of the old Ashwick 

Homestead block, told me she had to make a choice between some new 

furnishings to their homestead, or a new roof for the badly deteriorated 

pigeon loft. Thanks to an unselfish gesture by the family this pigeon loft 

received a new roof and will now remain as testimony to the hardship many 

of those early settlers experienced. 

The Maude brothers, Thomas William Maude and Edmond Hussy Maude, 

appear to have been connected with Ashwick as far back as the 1850’s. 

Thomas made several applications for land in the area and with 

postponements and refusals, was eventually granted Runs numbered 357 and 

358 in 1857, or thereabouts. 

Run 357 was to become the Ashwick Homestead block of 8000 hectares. By 

1861, Thomas seems to have taken in a partner by the name of John Thomas 

Brown. 

There is some speculation that Thomas Maude’s marriage to John Brown’s 

sister, Emily Catherine, may have had something to do with the partnership. 

In 1868, Thomas Maude and John Brown sold Ashwick to Cyril Goodricke 

Hawdon and Alexander Strachey who were both in their early twenties. 

 

 



In 1872 Ashwick was up for sale once more, advertised as Runs 254, 357, 

380 and 381, an area of 24,800 hectares. 

Henry Brown, on behalf of a Scottish Tweed manufacturing firm from 

Selkirk, is said to have bought Ashwick. Melville Jameson Gray purchased a 

third share of this Run along with 31,650 sheep for 23,000 pound. 

The new owners of Ashwick freeholded 400 hectares of the Run in 1874, 

then by 1880 had freeholded 3,784 hectares. 

But the Scottish Tweed manufactures were now becoming concerned by the 

low margins coming out of Ashwick, most probably brought about by the 

dramatic plunge in property values at the end of 1878. 

In September of 1886, it appears Melville sold his one third of Ashwick 

freehold land to the Brown’s for 7,849 pound. 

 

Major disputes later left a much diminished Run, to be sold at a mortgagee 

sale in 1892 to Thomas Rowley Seddon. 

In 1895 Thomas experienced perhaps the worst winter in thirty odd years 

when, 7,516 sheep succumbed to the heavy snow. 

A contract for the recovery of skins and wool is said to have been let to Hugh 

Ross, who recovered 2400 skins and plucked the wool from 1000 dead 

sheep. 

 

After Thomas’s death in 1897, his second wife whose maiden name was 

Hamilton, invited her brother William Fielden Hamilton, who was living in 

Australia, to cross the ditch to New Zealand and manage the Ashwick Run. 

Of all the notable owners of the Ashwick Run, the name Hamilton, probably 

lingers with us longer than any other, due to the exploits of this 

internationally acclaimed family. 

Courtesy of Noel Guthrie, February 2015. The date below the heading denotes the year in which 

Noel visited the site and made the sketch. 


